Miller receives a new look inside and out
By KATIE FULLER
FEATURES EDITOR

Continuing from work that started
imm ediately follow in g 2004 commencement, Miller Library is still

undergoing external and internal renov ations. The extern al project involves
l end
two phases, the first of which wi
in late October, when the visible staging on the clock tower com es down
for the first time since May.
Acco rding to Physical P lant
Depart m ent A ssista nt Directo r of
Operation s and M ainten an ce Gus
Libby, Colby's fabled clock tower
will return on September 15. The
external renovations have been comp leted by Woodward Thom son, an
architectur al woodworkin g firm out of
Portland that specializes in historical
buildings. The renovations were started to co mbat numerou s problems in
the Miller tower, includin g leakin g
siding, squirrel holes, and the agin g
clock face.
The staging itself took a month to
complete and wli com e down later
this fall, when repairs to the lower levels of the tower wil be complete.
Following commencemen t in 2005,
stagin g will go back up to the clock
tower 's weathervane, when work will

address copper problems on the higher levels of the tower.
According to Libby, access to the
tower is controlled by the locked up
set of plywood on the backside of th e
library. Three students were promptly

million research gran t
By KATIE HAMM

include extensive changes to the lower
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level, known as the Street. Under the

direction of Joe Feely, supervisor of
sp ecial projects and staff architect for
PPD, the renovations are meant to
make the Street more of a study and
social space rather than a throughway.
"With a new color-coded carpeting
system that will direct foot traffic , we
have addressed both students' requests
for more stu dy space and the overall
ne ed for hew carpetin g in the street,"
Feely said.
The Street renovations, which did
not begin until mid-August, also
inclu de the arrival of more tables an d
chairs. "Four to six additional tables
which will each seat four people should
also help tip the balance in fav or of
studying and socializing in th e Street,"
Feely said. The additional furniture is
set to arrive in the next two weeks.
The remaining changes to the Street
level of the library include replaceJoe Feely
ment of th e carpet ing on the ex it
Supervisor of Special Projects and
Campus Architect
ramps with a non-stick porcelain
tiling. Topping off the new look will
be the arrival of a coffee kiosk usin g
removed this summer , after being the espresso m achin e form erly located
fou nd on the staging. "We do antici- in the Coffee House. "The fin al date
pate m ore safety problem s as stu dents for the kiosk's openi ng has not been
l wait an d see with decided, but wli most likely happ en
return, but we wi
sometime in September," Director of
this issue," Libby said.
Intern al ren ovation s to M iller Dining Services Varun Avasthi said.

Colby receives $1.9

We have
addressed both
students'
requests for
more study
space arid the
overall need for
new carpeting
in the Street.

DANA EISEN8ERG/THE COLBY ECHC

The tower of Miller Library will be covered in scaffolding until October.

Colby received a $1.9 million portion of a $17.8 million grant in July to
be u sed for facu lty dev elopment an d
student research in the sciences.
The large grant was given from the
Nation al In stitute of Health to develop
biological research infrastructure networks, according to Clare Boothe Luce
Assistant Pr ofessor of Biology Judy
Stone. The grant was awarded to the
Mount Desert Island Biological
Laboratory (MDIBL). and w il l be
shared among seven Maine institution s: B owdoin College, Bates College,
College of the Atlantic, University of
Maine campuses in Orono, Machias,
and, Farmington, The Jackson
Laboratory, MDIBL and Colby.
"These particular grants are targeted toward states' th at have a somewh at
low research activity in biomedical
sciences. Maine historically has a low
biomedical research history," Stone
said, who along with Clare Boothe
Luce Assistant Professor of Biology
An drea Tilden did mu ch of the work
to bring grant funds to Colby.
At Colby, the funds from the grant
will be u sed to give support to three
Continued on Page 3
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security across campus

Several new faces come aboard this fall
that it was a one-year position and is
now in graduate school.
After all positions are filled ,
A host of new faces have arrived in Johnston will essentially be doing the
the Dean of Students Office this year jobs that two people, Hammond and
after a staffing shuffle resulted in six Marshall , did last year. Johnston is not
open positions being filled by different worried about the increased workload,
people this fall. Several members of noting that with all the turnover over
the Dean 's Office left Colby and some the summer, he was doing as many as
positions were retooled. The Dean 's five jobs. "It's a pace that I'm used to
staff is not yet complete as the search from the housing piece," Johnston
continues for several more members.
said. He is looking forward to "getting
Paul Johnston , who had previously out from behind the computer screen
served as Associate Dean of Students and being able to work more closely
for Housing, has been promoted to with students who are very well conSenior Associate Dean of Students. nected to what's going on. "
Johnston replaces Ron Hammond ,
The Student Agtivities Office will
although the position has been expand- also have a different look. Lisa Halleri
ed. Hammond was in charge of resi- and Leanne Burnham, who had served
dential life, which included overseeing as Director and Assistant Director of
head residents , faculty residents, and Student Activities, respectively, have
faculty associates. In his new role, both left Colby. Hallen will be
Johnston will be responsible for resi- replaced by Kelly Wharton and
dential life as well as supervising the Pascha Aclamo replaces Burnham.
Director of Housing, his old position , Both have recently arrived at Colby.
nnd the Student Activities staff. Jill There is also a new position in the
Marshall was Assistant Director of Student Activities Office. Jonathan
Residential Life under Hammond last Milne has been hired as the Director
year, but thnt position has been elimi- of Outdoor Leadership. Milne was
nated. Marshall took the post knowing hired last spring and oversees the varBy BRAD KASNET
NEWS EDITOR
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Meet Stu-A

ious outdoor programs at the College,
including the COOT^ program and the
Outing Club cabin. Vice President for
Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Janice Kassman said that Milne 's
position will provide more assistance
and better oversight for outdoor programs, necessitated by the increasing
liability involved with such activities.
Two new members of the Dean's
Office will focus on multicultural
affairs. Cecilia Stanton left her post as
Associate Dean of Students for
Multicultural Affairs last spring, and a
permanent replacement has not yet
been found. Sammie Robinson will
serve as the acting Associate Dean of
Students for Multicultura l Affairs.
Robinson was hired this summer as an
Associate Dean of Admissions and
will split his time between both positions until a permanent replacement
for Stanton is hired, According to
Robinson, that search is expected to
take three to four months,
The other new hiring is Tarn Thanh
Huynh, who is the Coordinator of
Multicultural Programs nnd Support.
Huynh will be working full-time in
this position, which last year was split
between Sandra Sohne and Lisa
Sweet. Bcrnadctte Buchanan last held
this position on a full-time basis two
years ago. Huynh will he the mentor
for the Posse program, as well ns dealing with students of color and international students and programming.
Kassman noted that the four deans
who departed , Burnhnm , Hollen ,
Hammond, and Stanton, have all loft
altogether,
higher • education
Hammond has relocated to California
nnd is working at a prep school there,
Burnham is also working at a prop
school , Kents Hill School near
Augusta. Hallen is now a guidance
counselor at n local high school,
Stanton hns moved to Minneapolis ,
where sho Is now a diversity trainer.
There nro still several positions that
have not yet been filled. A permanent
Associate Doan of Students for
Multicultural Affairs is still being
sought to replace Stanton. The Collogo
Is also looking for a Director of
Housing to fill Johnston's old position. Johnston said tho position could
possibly filled by tho end of tho
month,
i

By BRAD KASNET
There are five members of the
Dean's Office who are new to Colby,
and most of them will be working
closely with students. We spoke with
some of the new members of the
Student Activities Office to get to
know them better and would like to
introduce them to you.
Kelly Wharton is the new Director
of Student Activities. She arrived on
campus Sunday and is already
involved in organizing student activities for the year. Wharton is originally
from Virginia, but has spent the last
nine years in New England as an
undergraduate student, graduate student, and most recently as Associate
Director of Student Involvement at
Framinghain State College in
Massachusetts, "I've never left college in nine years," Wharton said,
Wharton said she hns wanted to
move to Maine for a long time and
when she was offered a job at Colby,
she thought it was a perfect fit, In her
role as Director of Student Activities,
she will oversee campus programming
and student government as well as
help with the Pugh Community Board .
Wharton hns moved into the faculty
apartment in The Heights and said her
favorite part of her now job so far was
meeting students, "The culture of students at Colby enmc across as one I
haven't seen before," Wharton snid ,
noting that she lias found students here
to be very involved and concerned.
Assisting Wharton in the Student
Activities > Office will be Poscha
Adomo, who began Inst week as
Assistant Director of Student
Activities. Aclamo comes .to Colby
from Shepherd University in
Shcpherdstown, West Virginia, where
she held tho sume post ot tho college
that sho graduated from. Between her
stints as a student and administrator at
Shepherd , Adnmo was a middle school
ninth nnd science toucher,
Adnmo 's mnin tnsk will be overseeing tho Student Programming Board.
"Event planning is something I've
always done, oven in college," Adomo
said. Over the course of tlio next year,
Adnmo will also be developing and
implementing n leadership program.

Continued on Parte 2
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Security has purchased a new vehicle and repainted another vehicle. .

renovations were scheduled to be finished by the first day of classes.
FEATURES EDITOR
Another visible change, also part of
the Kroll report, is the newly painted
Students will encounter a multitude fleet of security cruisers. Vehicles
of new security improvements on cam- have gone from navy blue to a more
pus this semester. According to Director noticeable white and now have emerof Security Pete Chenevert, the two gency lighting on top, A new Ford
most noticeable changes will be the Explorer Sport replaces security's oldest vehicle, the
newly renovated
Ford
navy
Hillside parking
Explorer. The jitlot and the more
ney is also schedvisible licet of
uled for shop
security vehicles.
work to increase
The Hillside
its visibility.
parking lot conSecurity is also
struction started
working
on
two to three
weeks ogo and
"cleaning up and
adding blue light
cuts off both
emergency
entryways to the
phones
across
tiered lot from
campus," accordW n s h i ii g t d n
ing to Chenevert.
Street. One of the
Now
phono locaold entrances will
Pete Chenever t
tions include the
be gated off while
Director of Security
Olin
Science
the other has been
Center,
the
filled with gross
and no longer exists. All traffi c enter- Hillside lot, nnd the Alfond lot, and
ing the lot will have to pnss by the will eventually exist nt the new
inner entrance next to Williams Hall, woodsmen's team arcn nnd Alfond
"With only one entrance , traffic Field onco those projects are completshould be slowed down nnd keep peo- ed. Duress buttons have been added to
ple out of the Hillside lot thnt hnvo no locations where students work alone
business being there," Chenevert said, Into at night. Security is still awaiting
. The Hillside changes nlso como ns a the results of a report completed by n
response to last spring 's Kroll report, lighting consultant firm recently. Tho
which evaluated campus security. The rough droit suggested more balanced
report had suggested removing both lighting on campus.
Funding for tho security improveWashington Street entrances. Other
work to Ihe lot includes extensive ments conies from port of tho capital
trimming to the tree canopy to prevent security projects approved by tho
shadowing mid impro ve lighting. All Trustees Inst spring, Chenevert snid.

By KATIE FULLER

Traffic should
be slowed down
and keep people
out of the
Hillside lot that
have no business being
there.

SGA budget passed with ample flexibility left
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halls . on campus,
noted that they
was implemented
are one of the
IS/fcwS EDITOR
last spring and
few groups that
(
was
granted
spends
their
$8,250
to fund
Presidents' Council approved the entire budget, as
the program this
Student Government Association well as raising
year. One of the
budget for the 2004-2005 academic additional funds
new initiatives
year at their first meeting of the year on their own.
that
SGA is hopon Monday. The budget allocates WMHB received
Peyton\ McElyea '05
ing
to
execute this
but
$251,373 to various clubs, organiza- $21,115,
Student Government Association
year is a monthly
because
they
tions and funds on campus.
Treasurer
lecture series,
The budget was prepared by SGA operate in the
which has been
Treasurer Peyton McElyea '05 and summer months
presented to Presidents' Council for and need to make large capital pur- allocated $9,000. "I think the new
approval. The budget comes from a chases at times, their budget is programs are a big initiative for us,"
portion of tuition money designated allowed to carry over from year to McElyea said.
The Colby Diversity Conference
for SGA and is used to fund aill stu- year, giving them an operating budhas been allocated $2,000. In the
dent clubs, class events and SGA get of $29,364 for this year.
McElyea noted that another group past, funding for this event came
programs.
The
Student
Programming Board receives a sep- that received a large increase was from a discretionary fund later in the
arate budget that is half as large as the Pottery Club, which requested year. "The diversity conference bud$650 but was granted $1,720. That get is nothing new; we just set aside
the SGA budget.
group
had been having its member- money up front,"McElyea said.
Each club that is funded through
Plenty of money is left in the budSGA submitted a budget request last pay dues and McElyea wanted to
get for flexibility throughout the year.
spring and received anywhere from offer them more financial help.
Several SGA programs were fund- $10,000 has been set aside in a new
$200 to $21,800. The Outing Club
received the largest budget; they ed in this year's budget as well. The budget fund that will fund new clubs
were granted $5,300 more than last Collegiate Readership Program, formed throughout the year. A treayear.McElyea praised the group and which places newspapers in residence surer's discretionary fund of $27,804

By BRAD KASNET

echo@colby.edu

I think the new
programs are a
big initiat ive for
us.

will be controlled by McElyea and
used to fund various events and programs throughout the year.
There is also $10,000 allotted in
the budget; for SGA debt intervention. In years past, SGA had run a
debt to the College that was gradually being paid off. SGA relieved
themselves of the debt last year, but
McElyea set the money aside to provide more flexibility and in case
SGA goes into debt again.
. Presidents' Council approved the
budget with only one minor change.
SGA
Parliamentarian
Chris
Surprenant '05, who is also the president of the Philosophy Club,
requested that the Philosophy Club
be given an additional $200 to bring
it in line with most other academic
clubs, which received $500 each.
The request was granted and the
budget was approved.
Presidents of clubs on campus
were given their budgets in a meeting with McElyea on Tuesday. As
SGA Treasurer, McElyea can audit
any club if they are not properly
using their budgets.

New website ColbyFaceBook.com goes online, Changes in store f or
but ITS cautions students about security issues Din ing Services
"They [the site creators] are
responding to a perception to a need,
providing personal information to
people in the community," Phillips
said.
"One of my friends invited me to
join," said Michelle Cole '05. "I was a
little worried about people getting into
my Colby account, but I figured I
probably wouldn't have anything happen;" Cole used a password for the site
that is different from her Colby
account password:
Steve Collins
"I wouldn't caution kids to stay
Director of Communications
completely away from it. There's a
possibility of breach of security, but
beyond that I neither endorse it nor
according to Collins. Phillips later condemn it.'I think that people should
saw "CoibyFaceBook.com"- regis- be- aware > of the; security and- identity
tered as a site before there was any theft issues regardless of what sites
content on it, confirming the expecta- they're on," Collins said.
"One of my friends told me about it.
tion. He issued a thorough warning
about the site to Colby staff in July I put a pretty minimal amount of perand a caution appeared on the internal sonal information, basic stuff," said
Jonathan Ashcroft '06. Ashcroft also
homepage in August.
Many other schools have their own did not use his Colby account passversion of facebook.com. The trend word to register on the site. "I always
seems to have started from a Harvard have concerns when I first sign on, so
student, Mark Zuckerberg. However, I never put too much information. I
ColbyFaceBook.com does not seem to took another look at it when they sent
out the warning about it, I'm confident
be connected to these.
Despite the security concerns, 549 that I have nothing up there that I'm
people had joined ColbyFaceBook.com afraid of people seeing."
as of Septembers.

The website ColbyFaceBook.com
has raised security concerns about the
privacy of personal information and
access to a Colby student 's account.
ColbyFaceBook.com is designed to
help students and alumni connect with
each other and each other's friends.
Through the site, students can display
photos, create a personal profile and
have a network of friends.
The site is independent of the
College, but the homepage uses the
Colby colors of white and blue and
resembles other official College sites
with a login and password section.
Director of Communications Steve
Collins worries that students will see
this set-up and automatically enter
their Colby login name and password,
which is a major concern for the security of the College computer system,
he said.
Director of Information Technology
Services Ray Phillips said that students should never use their Colby
account password anywhere, as this
Could compromise the security of the
account.
The page on which students register
for ColbyFaceBook.com does instruct

students not to use their institution
password, which Phillips said the
College appreciates.
In addition to the concern about
access to Colby accounts, Phillips said
that putting personal information on
the website could also have negative
consequences.
"Essentially you're publishing this
information on the Internet; you don't
know what they'll do with that information," Phillips said. "When you
read the privacy agreement, they can
do whatever they want."
No students have contacted them
about a misuse of information submitted to ColbyFaceBook.com, Collins
and Phillips said.';.
It is unclear who the creator of the
site is. Collins said that the web managing editor did try to make contact
with the creator but was unsuccessful.
Phillips said that not much effort
has been made to contact the creator.
"There's nothing we'll be likely to
get them to do, like change it or take it
down. Sometimes it can be counterproductive to reach them," Phillips said.
Phillips
was
expecting
ColbyFaceBook.com to appear after
reading e-mails between peer institutions that other schools were seeing
the same thing. Carleton College was
the one to alert Colby to the problem,

Staffingchanges

MEET STU-A : Bettingto know the new membersofStutlentActiv ities

By KATIE HAMM
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Continued From Page 1
Continued From Page 1
The search to find a new Dean of
The third new member of the
Students has been put on hold until Student Activities Office is Jonathan
this spring. Last year it was announced Milne, who began his job in May as
that Kassman's position would be split Director of Outdoor Safety and
and that she would remain Vice Education. Milne's position is new to
President for Student Affairs while a Colby and, to the best of his knowlnew Dean of Students was hired. The edge, he is the first Colby staffer to
College originally hoped to hire some- focus exclusively on outdoor proone by commencement last spring, but grams. His position is mostly one of
could not find the right person for the risk management, he will oversee outjob. The job hod been narrowed to door programs at the College and serve
three finalists who visited campus, but as the director of the COOT2 program,
none of them were the right fit. "For a as well as advising groups that engage
variety of reasons it just didn 't work," in outdoor activities like the Outing
said Kassman, "We didn 't find tlie per- Club and the Mountaineering Club.
son we were looking for."
"Anyone who has outdoor related
questions will come to me," Milne
snid. "[My position] adds a lot of sta-

There s a possibility ol breach
of security, but
beyoiid that I
neither endors e
it nor condemn
it.

Date:
9/2/04
9/2/04
9/3/04
9/3/04
9/4/04
9/4/04
9/4/04
9/4/04
9/5/04
9/5/04
9/6/04
9/6/04
9/6/04
9/6/04
9/6/04

Time:
10:00 p.m.
11:30 p.m.
9:50 p.m.
11:26 p.m.
9:40 a.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
11:50 p.m.
1:30 a.m.
11:54 p.m.
1:09 a.m.
2:05 n.m.
12:52 p.m.
3:48 p.m.
11:28 p.m.

Bob' s is the oldest of the dining
halls and has
not been renovated in over 30
years.
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Kelly Wharton , Pascha Adamo, and Jonathan Milne have arrived at Colby.
bility to the school."
Milne has an extensive background
in environmental ism and the outdoors,
but this is the first time he will be
working at a college. Prior to his job at
Colby, Milne worked with the United
States Navy to create an outdoor pro-

gram at the Brunswick Naval Air
Station. Since graduating from the
University of Maine, Milne has
worked in forest management in
Oregon, ns a ranger in Baxter State
Park, and as an environmental consultant in Southern Maine.

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log
Nature:
Citation
Citations (3)
Larceny
Citations (2)
Suspicious Person
Citations (7)
Citation
Citation
Citations (5)
Citation
Citation
Citations (2)
Larceny
Citation
Citation . ' * _ ' '

student s wou ld want to see featured at
that location."
FEATURES EDITOR
The Sp a welcomes a new chef, Rick
Janes, and is rapidly improving its
Dining Services is once again work- entertainment arsenal. It now features
ing hard to provide the ultimate eating a jukebox in the lower area an d is set
experience for Colby students. The to receive a large-screen television in
most anticipated change will come in the near future. "The Spa 's pizza is
June of 2005 when Roberts Dining still the best deal in town. Our biggest
Hall is set to undergo major renova- change will be seen in the promotions
tions. "Bob's is th e oldest of th e din ing we d o an d the special events calen dar
halls and has not been renovated in that you see each month. Keep an eye
over 30 years," said Director of Dining on some themed events that will feaServices VarunAvasthi.The renovation ture creat ive and exotic menu items,"
will address numerous problems at Avasthi said.
Arguably the most exciting change
Bob's, including upgrades to its infrastructure, old eauioin
Dining
S
e
r
v
ices
ment and the flow of
,
comes with the
traffic. Also included
reloc atio n of
in the construction
will be the Dining
the
Coffee
House's capServices
offices
p u c c i n o
located on the ground
machine to the
floor of Roberts.
library 's street
Smaller changes
level. "Last
will greet students in
year students
all three dining halls
h ad
a sked
as well. While Bob's
about the poswill maintain the stuVarun Avasthi
sibility of havdent-favorite pasta
Director of Dining Services
ing coffee in
bar, "New this year
the
Street due
will be the low-carb
to the fact that
option and menu that
wc have seen the demand for from our many students seem to mingle and
hang out there. Also, in the winter
customers," Avasthi said.
Another change at Bob's comes in months when you are in the library
the presentation of wraps and sand- late at night you don't want to go
wiches. "Wraps will be included in the walking to the Spa to get a cup of cofmenu and we will move towards a fee or to the Coffee House to get a
more complete meal presentation sim- cappuccino. It is also a high traffic
area for students crossing campus.
ilar to restaurants,"Avasthi said.
Foss will feature a new look in its This summer with the help of the
deli. "New this year at Foss will be a administration and after consultation
specialty area that will have wraps of with the librarian we decided to put a
different kinds once again complete coffee kiosk in the Street," said
with side salads and condiments," Avasthi, The opening of the coffee
Avasthi said. An updated deli line is kiosk in the Street is scheduled for
also set to premiere at Dana Dining sometime in September. The Coffee
Hall, where Avasthi is hoping student House will still be available and consuggestions will help staff figure out tinue its programmed events,
"what various types of sandwiches
By KATIE FULLER

Location:
West Quad
Foss Hall
Johnson Hall
Miller Library Steps
Colby Green Area
Averill Hall
Avcrill Hnll
The Heights
Sturtevant Hall
The Heights
Runnals Road
Piper Hall Balcony
Dana Hnll
Roberts Parking Lot
AMS Hnll

Disposition:
Deans Office
Doanrt Office
Security
Deans Office
Security
Deans Office
Dean. Office
Deani}Office
Dcnns Office
Dcuns Office
DeanfJ Office
Deans Office
Security
Deans Offi ce
Deans Office

Comments:
Safety violation , unauthorized appliance
Open containers/underage consumption.
Couch taken from trunk room.
Open containers.
Fired sub-contractor on site,
Unauthorized pnrty/undcnigo consumption
Underage/providing alcohol.
Unauthorized party.
Unauthorized party/underage consumption
Open container.
Open container.
Open containers,
Items tnken from trunk room.
Possession of college property.
Illegal fireworks ,
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debt that SGA owed to the College
was paid off last year. Welch plans
to start with a budget that funds critical programs so that there will be
plenty of money left throughout the
year to fund student groups and special projects.
This year's SGA also plans to
continue several popular programs
from years past. Welch expects
SGA to take a , more hands-on
approach to the annual Colby
Diversity Conference and they will
soon be appointing a committee to
plan and run the event. Also returning this year is the Collegiate
Readership Program, which brings
several newspapers to each residence hall on weekday mornings at
no charge to students. Welch said
they still have not made a decision
on the future of MuleMatch, the
popular online matching service that
SGA debuted last spring.
As for Welch, she's been campus
for a while now after spending the
summer here doing organic chemistry research. Last fall, though, she
was about as far away from campus
as you can get, spending the semester studying outside Kathrnandu,
Nepal. "It was beautiful," Welch
said, "just enough of a break from
the Hill." ':Wh»l e;- in Nepal,: she
learned a lot about the Nepali language and religion.
Back on campus, Welch is a
member of Colby Dance Theater.
This year, she- will be serving as
treasurer of the Colby Dancers.
We|ch is excited to be leading "a
great group" in SGA and on
Presidents' Council. Throughout the
year, she hopes that SGA will help
make students time at Colby more
enjoyabl e and rewarding.

By BRAD KASNET

' "

NEWS EDITOR

As
the
annual
Student
Government Association elections
rolled around in March, Cat Welch
'05 sensed a feeling of lethargy on
campus. While the race for SGA
President had typically been filled
by four or five candidates in years
past, only one candidate put their
name on the ballot last spring.
"There was a lot of apathy surDANA EISENBERG/THE COLBY ECHO

Construction has abounded on campus as work continues on the Colby Green and the adjacent Schair-Swenson-WatsonAlumni Center.

Colby Green p roject nearing comp letion
By KATIE HAMM
EDITOR IN CHIEF

While Colby students were gone for
the summer, crews continued work on
the Colby Green, making considerable
progress since last May.
Although the Colby Green Project is
supposed to be substantially complete
by Nov. 1, the project is running about
a month ahead of schedule, according
to Project Manager Steve Campbell.
One of the more noticeable advancements is the elliptical green, which was
sodded on Aug. 25 and 26. The green
should be ready for student use by mid
to late September, Campbell said.
Other areas of progress include a
significant amount of tree clearing and
completion of the ponds and base pavement for all of the roads and paths.
Surface pavement will be done in the
upcoming weeks.
A new trail was cut between behind
Lunder House; it is open and marked for

First Steps
cancelled due to
worries about
inclement weather
-.

¦
... .. By KATIE HAMM,.. . -. ,
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The first-year tradition of First
Steps in front of Miller Library was
cancelled for the first time on Tuesday,
Aug. 31 since its inception because of
forecasted inclement weather.
"In the ten years or so of the Steps,
we have never had a rainy day.
Somehow our string of luck ran out
and the day dawned with a deluge. Bra
and I looked at the weather maps from
our respective homes, consulted at 7
a.m. with PPD and then decided it was
best to cancel , as wc could not fit the
whole class, plus parents, siblings, etc.
in any venue, other than the fieldhouse," said Vice President for
Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Janice Kassman.
First Steps symbolizes the beginning of n Colby student's time at the
College nnd gives an outlook to the
end , as members of the administration
address first-year students on the
Miller Lawn, where commencement is
also held, Kassman estimates that First
Steps has been a tradition at Colby for
10 years , President William D.Adams,
Kassman an d Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Denn of Faculty
Ed Yctcrinn were scheduled to speak,
Although the Orientation booklet
in structs first-year students and thoir
families to proceed to Lorimer Chapel
in case o f ra i n , the event was cancelled
in stead of moved to the chapel.
"Since the event is so singularly
connected to the setting, is brief and
since it wns so unbearably humid , wc
felt that cnnccllation was preferable to
jammin g students into the chapel ,"
Adams said.
Whil e there was heavy rain in the
mornin g, th ere was no rain at 2:30 p.m.,
(he .scheduled time for First Steps,
"We worried about folks having to
sit on wet grass on the hill. Little did
we kn ow (lint tho clay would turn out
okay, " Knssman said, "Wc had to
make the decision early on, so as to
get the word to the work crews at the
Col by G re en , ns wc would have suspended work during the Steps."
Kassman said that the reception al
the Art Museum for first-year students and families held during the
afternoon was well-received. Adams,
Knssman and Yctcrinn spoke later at
the dinner for parents, Knssman snid
that no one commented about First
Steps being cancelled,

use. Another trail that has been cut will
be open sometime this fall, Campbell
said, and will run closer to the green
from Lunder House to Hill House.
Much of the work done over the
summer is not visible by students or
staff, most notably the completion of
all the underground utilities, including
water, storm drain and power.
Communications installations will continue to progress in the next few weeks.
The majority of the site is graded
and within a week will be hydroseeded,
according to Campbell.
"People will see large areas turning
green," Campbell said. .
Also in the next few weeks, students
and staff will notice handrails and several sets of stairs going in near the parking lots. Landscaping will take place in
late September and early October at the
north end of Lunder House, the lawn by
the green, the green itself, between the
parking lot and along the road.
Changes to existing parking lots and
the addition of new parking lots and

roads are another aspect of the Colby
Green Project. Lunder parking lot is
now open, with access on the south
side. The permanent path is now open
behind Lunder House and the rest of
the roads will open in a week or two.
The Foss/Woodman parking lot, used
by many students, is completely open.
Some materials remain in the back of
the lot, but they will be removed in the
coming weeks, Campbell said. A
guardrail has been installed on the edge
of the parking lot. Access to the lot has
changed since the spring; students must
now go in Lunder Drive and then turn
into the parking lot.
"You want to get the traffic off the
road," Campbell said. "It's a safety
issue; you don't want too much of an
expanse of pavement open."
Construction of the project has been
"going fairly smoothly," Campbell
said. People had noticed areas where
water wasn't draining; additional
drainage was added and the problem
was alleviated. A rainy summer did

slow down the work, but everything is
on schedule.
In a separate aspect of the campus
expansion, the Schair-SwensonWatson Alumni Center now has steel
framework and the foundation work;
by mid-September the structural steel
erection will be finished, providing a
complete outline of tlie building, said
Supervisor of Special Projects and
Architect Joe Feely. The next step will
be to pour the concrete floors . and
frame up the exterior walls. The building is expected to be enclosed by the
latter part of December, Feely said,
with much of the work after that going
on in the building.
Rain took a couple of weeks off the
schedule for the constriction of the
Alumni Center as well, but Feely said
they don't expect it to effect the end
completion date. Construction of the
Center started in April and it is due to
be complete in May 2005.
"You always build flexibility into a
construction schedule," he said.

pre-tehured faculty members: Tilden,
Glare Boothe Luce Assistant Professor
of Biology Lynn Hannum and
Assistant Professor of Computer
Science Clare Congdon. A total of
about $100,000 worth of equipment
was also purchased with the grant
money. The grant also allows Colby to
buy Web of Science, which Stone
described as "an amazing library
resource," for five years at $18,000
dollars a year.
A significant use of the grant will
go to supply money for student
research, which Stone called "a priority for just about everybody." With the
money, the biology department will
hire a technician who will run the
DNA sequencing facility; in the past
professors had to mn the facility themselves, Stone said.

rounding the election. It was discouraging," Welch said;. She and
A,delin Cai ,'05 decided to run as
write-in candidates and ended up
winning the election.
,;_ With; Welch as President and Cai
as Vice President, SGA is looking
forward to a productive year; Welch
is planning on starting a monthly
discussion and debate series- aimed
at taking discussions that have previously occurred on the Digest of
Civil Discourse .and creating a more
personal and intelligent forum. This
year, Welch and SGA will have
more financial flexibility, as the

COOTers conquer the Maine wilderness

GRANT: Colbywillsharemulti-milliondollar
researchgrant with otherMaineinstitutions
Continued Frbm Page 1

DANA EISENBERGAhE COLBY ECHO

Cat Welch '05.0

:: The grant will alsc.j aid..ia:b.uilding

up-a. network among,<the. institutions,
which vary in their missions and focus
on research.
"The idea is to build a network
among investigators and students at
these institutions to create this community of researchers, not individual
people feeling like they're all alone,"
Stone said.
According to Stone, an individual at
MDIBL pursued the grant and staff at
Colby coordinated with people there
to receive money at the College. There
is also a long tradition of collaboration
with Jackson Labs, Stone said,
because of the late Leslie Brainerd
Arey Professor of Biology Arthur
Kingsley Champlin, who died in 2003.
"We knew he would have been all
over this; that's partly why Andrea
and I stepped in, somebody had to,"
Stone said.
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PHOTO COURTESY OF SHANNON EMERSON

Almost all of the first-year students embarked last week ori Colby Outdoor Orientation Trips (COOT). Here a
group ofCOOTers is perched atop Mount Katahdin, Maine's highest peak.
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EDITORIAL

I FORGOT MY MANTRA

As another year begins, Colby students have the opportunity to
become involved in various activities or organizations around
campus. College presents a unique chance to develop your interests or express concerns about the community, both global and
local, in an active way. We know that the "get involved" m essage
sounds cliche, but it does seem like a message that should be
emphasized at Colby.
Last spring, there appeared to be a sense of apathy about important campus functions directly relating to student life. The Student
Government Association elections had difficulty attracting candidates, giving the sense that students did not want or feel the need
to take an active role in campus affairs, even if they had ideas for
change. The race for SGA President, which had commonly attracted four to f ive candidates, had only one candidate on the ballot. In
races for residence hall presidents, only four halls had more than
one name on the ballot and two halls still don't have hall presidents. Meanwhile, elections for Student Programming Board
committee chairs lacked strong student participation as well.
This message is often directed to first-years , but students in all
classes should heed this advice and try something new. Even as a
senior, there are plenty of clubs and organizations that are always
welcoming of new members. Stay informed about SGA, volunteer
in Waterville, find that club you've always thought about joining,
go support Colby athletic team on the fields.
SGAjust passed a budget that allocates $251,373 for clubs and
organizations on campus, and that doesn't include over $100,000
that was allocated for the Student Programming Board. A good
portion of this money is not used each year, meaning that there are
more events that could be planned, clubs that could be formed,
and programs that could be run.
Students should take advantage of the myriad opportunities that
abound on Mayflower Hill. Tonight's Student Activities Fair is a
great place to start. Step outside your comfort zone and experience
the unique ability of college students to sample new activities and
exciting challenges.

By Matt Busch

Anchors aweigh on our generation's answer to Kulturkampf! It is
moving-in day yet again at Colby and
cultural purgatory has finally made its
way back to the venerable shaded
paths of Mayflower Hill. Watervillians
rejoice because this excessively protracted drinking exercise that we call
higher learning just rolled up in its
SUV blasting "Rains of Africa" and,
in the process, ran over your prizewinning Scott Irish terrier. Whatever.
That dog totally had it coming to it
anyways, like whoa.
History might teach us about where
we stand in the pantheon of failed
cultish experiments. Yeah, I
perhaps, if studying was not
for those loser chem-free
kids, but even then, probably not. Nonetheless, to
recapitulate, the E igh ties
had California, our parents
had farm communes, our
grandparents had a war or
something and we have
small rural liberal arts colleges. The whole progression is quite linear except
for one problem: somewhere the culture aspect of
the whole experiment
caught wind of the trend and
flat lined as well. '
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I realize, as I wade through the
vacant stares of Colby moms wandering aimlessly up the driveway in front
of Taylor clutching a bundle of pink
ruffled hangers, two things. One is
that the Penny Lane looking at nie like
I have ten heads just seems to have
lost her luster (and her litheness), and,
second, the front lines in today's cultural war are directly in front of me. I
feel like the proverbial fly on the wall,
or to be more precise, the whale/lobster/flamingo/duck/alligator
on
Penny 's daughter's pastel pants. It is
exhilarating and demoralizing in the
same instant to try and ascertain
where it all went wrong.
Large gatherings of well-liquored,
affluent, homogenous kids have always
been innocuousl y delightful, right?
Suddenly, though, they have taken on
the form of a monolithic harbinger of
destruction and decay being pushed like
a bad dru g by h igh school guidan ce
counselors everywhere. Who knew that
mesh hats and large quantities of alcohol could spell at all, let alone coagulate
to spell out something multi-syllabic
such as "cultural disaster?"

Alas, though, it is happening, here
at Colby and everywhere on the
CampusMatch network. Somewhere,
sometime, somehow after our parents
sold out but before they got coked out,
it was too late, caring was passe*, apathy became en vogue, and culture war
descended upon hills' all over New
England. To paraphrase (warning:
ridiculously tenuous metaphor coming) the Bismarck of our generation,
Juvenile, "Slow motion for me, slow
motion for me, blood and iron, slow
motion for me, Prussian unification,
slow motion for me."
Is this the year that we will open up
the course of studies to find a
Bachelor of Mental Masturbation or
an Individual Studies Major? It seems
to be an inevitability that Colby, the
rubber stamp of social stratification
that gets us into the "right" club of
elites, will finally acknowledge its
unflagging commitment to pampering
the elusive qualities of "me." My fun,
my high, my image, my convenience,

Bv C.W. Bassett

"Cool!"
Traditionally, Echo columnists
wave to the returning (incoming?)
mobs of newly pubescent Colby students, introducing you to issues of
importance around the campus and
(mostly) suggesting an aura of support for John Kerry. Your editors are
wise and sagacious newspersons, and
you are well advised to pay attention
to what they have to say about Colby.
And the universe.
Such is NOT the case with Bassett.
Now approaching his dotage (well into
the 70s), Bassett is an anachronism on
the Echo staff. I can't even stare forthrightly at the editor without being
accused of harassment. Luckily my editor is a guy and therefore silly enough
to read and edit my stuff each week
with what we will call "guyness."
I will not bore you with all the differences between men and women.
"The Greatest Invention in the
History of Mankind is Beer and
Other Manly Insights," by Dave
Barry, was sent to me on my birthday
by one of my favorite former students. Candace somehow recognized
an intellectual/social/psychological
kinship between Barry and Bassett.
Now, I have been known to sip a
small glass of beer politely at an
afternoon social on someone's porch
(even outdoors on a couple of occasions in Central Maine's August), so
I share Barry's insights completely.
For instance, here's Barry on gender difference: "I've also reported on
guys going off a ski jump in a canoe,
and guys trying to build a modernized
version of a catapult-like weapon,
then using it to hurl a Buick two hundred yards. These are guy activities
that,, when you describe the;two ,to
both males and females, provoke two
very different reactions:
MALE REACTION: "Cool!"

Continued on Page 5

Playing the name game at Colby
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the word. When
they do date, it
presents a great
opportunity to
describe them to
other
people
while not having
a clue what their
last names are.
This technique
also works with
roommates and
good friends. It
is simple to use
and very efficient. In short, simply
squash the two names into one long
name, joined in the middle by "and."
AnneandJames,
For
instance,
CourtandCait, and EmmaandEmily are
all good examples of what I like to call
the welding method. The conjunction
"and" acts as the wire that melts and
bonds the two' metals, let's call them
"James" and "Anne" together.
Welcome to Colby. Remembering
people's last names is only as important as you want it to be. If you make
it n priority, I salute your lofty goals.
Otherwise, you can call me "that guy
who lives in Woodman... ho was a
COOT leader,., yeah, you know, he
has kindn long hair,"

One way to do it is
to use some sort of
appearance-based
adjective to describe
the person whose last
name you do not
know. This method,
although tried and
true, rarely rolls off the
By Noah Balazs
tongue as easily as
other methods, One
Remember when you were in pri- might say, awkwardly,
mary school and you knew everyone "Matt, you know, the
by his or her full name? When I tell guy who has really
stories about first grade, names and long hair sometimes and short hair
surnames just roll off of my tongue as other times." Or perhaps, "Andy, that
easily as the word "balloon." I love tall dude who wears that cowboy hat
that word.
sometimes." What this approach has in
For example, I remember the day its efficacy, it lacks in its ease of use.
Another way of describing somethat Ashley Field pantsed Kyle Hack
on the jungle gym. Or the day that Zac one who is surname-less is to insert
Johnson jumped so high off of the something that person does directly in
swings that he broke his wrist and front of his or her first name.
Pete Leydcn and I had to walk him to Incarnations of this method include
the teacher on recess duty.
SoccerDonnie, SingerTqdd, I-IRGabe,
At Colby, no one knows our last ClimberKali and ImprovDoug. This
names. When we tell stories, we either method usually works tlie first time
assume that the Nick that I'm talking nnd, for seasoned veterans, can be used
about is the Nick that you know, or we in conjunction with other methods.
resort to some sort of adjectival
A Colby stereotype states that stuhybrid-name, There are several ways dents here don't generally dote and
that this can be done.
certainly not in the traditional sense of

Continued on Page 5

The conjunction
"and" acts as the
wire that melts
and bonds the
two metals, let's
call them "James"
and "Anne"
together.

THE DELICIOUSBASS

f rom
Letter
BatonRome

By SMILEY ANDERS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

First of all, can you get me Stephen
King's autograph?
Now. that that's out of the way...
Since Steven Weinberg wrote me a
very flattering letter from Washington,
D.C. this summer (you no doubt know
what a suck-up Steven is), I've been
pondering what to tell students in
what's known down here as "The
Frozen Nawth" about my part of tlie
world. Before I do that, let me return
the flattery. My current wife, Lady
Katherine, absolutely LOVES Maine.
As a girl she spent summers on the
Continued on Page 5
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Continued From Page 4

FEMALE REACTION: "Why?"
The remainder of Barry's book isi
chock-full of insights of this nature,,

manv of them so •

keen and penetrating that I had to be
taken to my physician (by a female,
of course) lest I
choke. Needless to
say,
NEVER
respond when a
woman asks, "How
does this make me
look?" Whatever
the answer, you are
in deep doo-doo,
not unlike the guys
who survived the canoe-ski jump
experiment.
Barry also is sensitive to issues of
race: asserting that guys like Michael
Jordan look cool with their heads
shaved, he acknowledges that the
white guys similarly shaved look like
giant thumbs. See, you don 't learn this
stuff in anthropology texts. And Barry
knows his beers. For three whole
months, I have been spared mention

of that awfiil Colby favorite, Natty
Light, imbibed exclusively by legal
drinkers at the College.
A step up in the suds hierarchy on
Mayflower , Hill is Budweiser. Barry
describes Bud (or
its watered-down
counterpart, Bud
Light) as "carbonated pig drool."
Why does accuracy have to be so
nauseating?
I
t guess because
ours is a sociologically transparent world, full
of people noting
the
beverage
preferences of
largely disgusting undergraduates in
order to publish a paper entitled:
"Carbonated Pig Drool as an
Undergraduate Exfoliate in Selected
Small Colleges in New England," in
Yale's American Journal of Degrading
Practices or a pseudo-senous piece ui
The Colby Echo.
You non-botanists can look up the
word "exfoliate."

For three whole
months , I have been
spared mention of
that awful Colby
favorite , Natty Light ,
imbibed exclusively
by legal drinkers at
the College.

The loneliest and darkest
mile trodden to find sleep
make long school days tolerable.
Another day survived only because of
caffeine and Adderol. Survived
If each year of my life only count- because of Bud Light, Family Guy,
ed as one day, I'd be 18 full days old, sweatpants, the snooze button, Foss
and marijuana.
with the nineteenth
The day that
already beginning
lies ahead of me
to dawn. Just now
is predictable
I'd be starting to
too. The Pats
wake from the
sweet dream of
will win, the Sox
summer, and as I
will lose. The
rub the crap from
Yan kees . will
my eyes, .1. would,
win ; the Celtics
remain in bed,
will' lose."" Colby
reliving those last
crew will win,
blissful moments
Colby football
of sleep and mediwill lose. Bush
tating on the full
will win, and
day that lies ahead
then the rest of
of me.
us will lose. I
It will be another
can already tell
day of classes,
that the firstanother day of
years will get
work. It will be
lost and the
another day of due
seniors will get
dates, tests, B -f-'s, alarm clocks, coffee drunk, and I'm pretty sure that along
and index cards. It's going to be col .d, the way we'll all get open container
too—white, bitter 8 a.m. cold. I'll violations. Bro will never be celebratwonder whether I can stand another ed enough, Colby will never be
day of it. Can I take another day of diverse enough, Cindy will never be
fake omelets, grilled cheese bar, chick- thanked enough, the Civil Discourse
en fingers, mashed red potatoes, pota- will never be civil enough, and spring
toes au gratin, grilled potatoes, fried won't ever come fast enough,
potatoes, seasoned potato wedges and
By now the dream of summer is
tater tots? I'll ask myself how I'll ever just a fading memory and the reality
be able to pry my eyes open for another of the coming year is now screaming
full day and how I'll ever be able to kill out of my alarm clock. It's yelling at
this flipping hangover.
me to wake up, telling me I have
And no matter how desperately I'll $40,000 worth of work to do today,
want time to stop—so I can just sleep Night is over. Day is here. And yet I'm
and dream, and float in my bed—it still groggy,.,
won't happen. It can 't. And so it will
It will be awhile until night falls
bo another dny survived only because again and sleep seems too far away to
of those precious few lifesavers that even imagine.
By JAKE HANIN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Bro will never be
celebrated
enough , Colby will
never be diverse
enough , Cindy will
never be thank ed
enough , Civil
Discours e will
never be civil
enough , and
spring won't ever
come fast enough .

Continued From Page 4
my need for the face book after every
weekend night to decode my sexual
indiscretions; it's contagious. "Me"is
so endearing when it doesn't have
any consequences.
Our generation doesn't get
$40,000 worth of education because
we neither demand it nor cultivate it.
What we do get, though, is $40,000
worth of potty training. It is the most
exclusive and expensive substance
abuse club ever created and somehow, perversely, it has been parlayed
into training wheels for the elites of
tomorrow's culturally barren society.
The decay of tomorrow's culture
starts on a bucolic hill in Maine
filled with a bunch of "me's." Don't
worry about it, we totally had it
coming to us. In fact, it is totally
delightfully innocuous, like whoa.

NOTE: THE OPINIONS EXPRESSED IN THIS COMIC STRIP ARE THOSE OF THE ARTIST AND ARE NOT NECESSARILY SHARED BY THE ECHO.

A thin line between scholar and imbecile
Kate Herman meditates (non-tantrically) on Colby 's cu t es t and cuddlies t cliche

I DESERVEMORE THAN SEX
By Kate Berman

My summer included two devastatingly low points. One: waking up on a
Laura Ashley print sofa in a foreign,
and thankfully uninhabited, Cape Cod
living room, only to step outside and
realize that I had no idea where I was.
Two: having a twenty-pound metal
colander inadvertently dropped on my
head in a restaurant kitchen. The insight
gleaned from these isolated instances
being, of course, that such fiascos
would never take place at Colby.
Welcome to college, where the
independent pursuit of knowledge is
the only externally imposed
expectation.
Humbly,
we
accept that for
nine months of a
year we do not
have to prepare
a meal or wash
even a single
fork if we don't
feel like it. Our
school provides
such luxuries as
steamed vegetables
pre-discerned healthier
than ice cream for the nutritionally
impaired. The good people at Sodexo
make it easy for us, if we choose, to
lead healthy lifestyles by placing a
heart symbol next to vegan bean soup,
indicating that it is indeed better for
the body than Cajun french-fried potatoes. As naturally as we carp about the
stringent security guards, we escape
consciousness every weekend night

Mi^ Mfs iimsikiism

Colby stu dent s wrestle with the chal,confident that—if worse
s oin on in raq?
comes to worse—these
len ges of an "internship" or a "job,"
an d drag with them a laundry list of
badged babysitter s we
Good acious
ave no reckless
love to hate will tenderly
collegiate habits. Society
regards a pil p opping, pot smoking,
tuck us into a health cenwine-swilling waiter as a definitive
ter bed. We are probably
the
e
failure if that is his year-long vocaone phone call and
tion. But, an individual of similar age
$2,000 in tuition short
see s to be a paj ama
and identical dep enden cies is doing afrom Napoleon reading
(
okay if they are currently enrolled at
us "Goodnight Moon"
an institution like Colby.
whilst our roommate finCall it what you wil: bu bble, safety
ishes a 20 page dissertaexpunged by a janitor before the net , Pre-K with kegs, there is indeed
tion on Freud.
We at our teeny tiny liberal arl neighbors awaken. Furthermore, this an undeniable beauty of this four-year
schools love to talk about "bubbles.''' bile reaches its inevitable destination phenomenon. Our path to success is
You hear it all the time—"The Colby¦ in the tacky, but deliberate decor of trodden with the hardsh ips of fin al
Bubble," "The Bowdoin Bubble," "The: the elevator carpet. Thoughtfully ex ams or the occasion al arrest du e to
Wesleyan Sphere of Ambiguously designed for such beer-induced deba- shoplifting sushi from the Spa. With a
Gendered, Nonjudgmental Soap."1 cles , Colby elevator floors feature th e crisp dip lom a dan glin g in our future,
¦
Excusing our existences as an educa-• rubber mat, an eternally practical base we can sleep a little easier, with or
without"th e aid of Goodn ight Moon".
tional segregation from- reality allowsi for the transitory puddle.
.
During
the
short
summer
months,
a large contingent of students to write-•
off their shameful lack of awareness
on current events as affectionately
quirky. What 's
going on in Iraq?
Good gracious, I
have no idea! I
live in a bubble!
It's hilarious! But,
golly, there seems
to be a pajama
dance at Heights
around 11.
As adorable as
it may be to refer
to four courses a
Credit Cards Accepted
semester and a sea
of
enthusiastic
Stu d ents rece ive 20 cents o ff w it h a
substance abuse as
Colby ID
a bubble, let us
momentarily disable the euphemism.
Outside of Colby, we are flushed into
a harsh society in which individuals
who drink day and night are callously
labeled "alcoholics." If one vomits in
his apartment elevator, one inflicts the
permanent stench of irresponsibility
FINE CUISINE
onto a building's innocent community.
Le Cordon Bleu Professional Chef
The vodka/macaroni amalgam will
Tuesdays
- Saturdays 5 PM - Closing
meticulousl
y
moist—be
not—still
144 College Avenue - Route 201 Waterville
872-0550 Infotmntion & Reservations

What ' g g
I
,Ih
gr
idea! I live in a bubble! It 's
hilari ous! But , golly, r
m
dance in Heights around 11.

must be consumed. Speaking of beer,
Continued From Page 4
Mardi Gras is our major holiday,;
r\1 ¦•**rt t -_
mn/tU
Belgrade Lakes and caught her first aiHib un, (.ii yu u
blllllUlV , I l l U l i l l
although, it lias been marred of late by
fish (a smallmouth bass) there,
like that of young men who make fun of young
doubt this, just disNot that any of you care, but she pute the champiHaiti (our sys- ladies with skin conditions, yelling at
likes to see her name in print (see, I onship in any bor
tem of govern- them, "Show us your zits..."
can suck up too...).
Thank you for asking me to conin Louisiana...).
ment is much
Baton Rouge, the capital of We 're the home
to your fine paper, which I'm
tribute
like
Haiti's
Louisiana, is a city of 350,000 or of The Rev.
a fine paper although I've
sure
is
too, but that's
more. Or less, Whatever, Our mqjor Jimmy Swnggart,
s een it. And you 're all
actually
another story). never
'
Baton
Rouge, where our
landmark is the skyscraper State an evangelist who
Our summer invited to
slogan
is, "Baton Rouge:
Capitol, n 34-story art deco building cried and begged
city
starts in April , official
built by Huey P. Long. Unfortunately, forgiveness on
when tempera- More Fun Than Albania!"
it is also the place where Long, a U.S. national TV after
Don't forget that autograph.,.
tures start edgsenator nnd former governor-dictator, he was caught
. ing into the
wns assassinated. There is somo wuii u young muy
-¦"
Smiley Anders writes an awardu» uu
^Ut) ,
debate about who actually killed of dubious reputahumidity read- winning six-day a week columnfor the
Huey : the Baton Rouge doctor , who tion in a compromising situation. A ings. Summer ends in November, Baton Rouge Advocate, He agreed to
pulled n gun on him , or his trigger- short time later, he cried and begged when cold rains herald the arrival of write a column for the Echo in order
happy . bodyguards who started blast- forgiveness again after again being winter.,Tho cold rains end in April , to lend Colby a Louislanan. perspecing away in a capital corridor.
tive and not to replace or to substitute
caught with another young lady of when summer starts again.
We're waiting for Oliver Stone to equally dubious reputation in an
The Louisiana state bird is the mos- the work of C, W. Bassett, You can
come down and make a movie about it equally compromising situation.
quito. The state ,plant is mildew. The read his Advocate columns at
to settle this issue once and for all.
Brother Swnggnrt is still preaching on state crustacean is the crawfish , boiled http://2theadv acatc.eom/columnlsts/s
Baton Rouge is also the home of TV in his huge Baton Rouge tabernacle, with lots of red pepper, which means miley andors.shtml
Louisiana State University, whose proving that his congregation is tho most that considerable quantities of beer
football tenm (the Tigers) was the
undisputed national champion last

by Steve Weinberg

<iharitnble mid forgiving in Christendom.
Baton Rouge is noted for its tropical

The state crustacean is the crawfish, boiled with
lots of red pepper ,
which means that
considerable quantities of beer must
be consumed.
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this week
LOUDNESS!!

International Coffee Hour
prepares for a new year

'05, one of the students in charge of
running International Coffee Hour.
A & E EDITOR
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBE R 10
Hernandez has been working with
Hande Barutcuoglu '05 and Hannah
• Pre-party
Coffee, home-baked cookies, salsa- Emery '05 to bring coffee, culture and
Piper Lounge
dancing lessons and lots of multicul- home-baked cookies to the whole
9 p.m.
tural flavor: International Coffee Hour Colby community.
• Dance
"Some students think International
is back, kicking off the new year on
Frat Row Lawn
Friday, Sept. 10 in the Mary Low Coffee Hour is just for international
10 p.m.
Coffeehouse. This first coffee hour of students, and that's not it," Hernandez
the year is d esign ed especial ly to explained. "ICH is not meant to
, SEPTEMBER 11
SATURDAY
introduce first-years to the event. exclude people."
The event is meant to be a comfortA
lth ou gh it is called the coffee hour,
• Outdoor events •
relaxing place for students to
able,
the
event
actually
runs
from
4:30
to
6
Keg Racers, Dunk Tank
experience difp.m. (an hourFrisbee Spinner
ferent cultures
and-a-half for all
Eustis Lawn
and delicious
the
non-math
• BBQ
food. "I'm a
majors out there).
Dana Lawn
firm believer
The Mary Low
5 p.m.
that a lot of
Coffeehouse will
• The Mboney Suzuki
good can come
be operating a litOpening Act: NSG
over freshly
tle
differently
Page Commons
baked cookthan in the past,
9:30 p.m.
i e s , "
but International
Hernandez
Coffee Hour and
said. "We do
other similar stutry to emphadent events will
Melissa Hernandez '05
Audition process to change for this go on as usual.
size different
Student Leader: International
ethnic and culgiving
"We're
Coffee Hour
year's Theatre and Dance Department
tural holidays
it back to the stuin our baking."
said
dents,"
By AI1YSON RUDOLPH
In addition
San dy Schramm,
A & E EDITOR
to serving cofthe retail manager
This year's theatre and dance sea- in charge of the Coffeehouse, the Spa fee and baked-from-scratch cookies,
son began
on Wednesday, and the Pub. The space will be open International Coffee Hour is a place
September 8 with auditions for three and coffee wil l be available for special where students can volunteer to show
shows: "Slices of Life," "The events, but it will no longer be open off their multicultural talents. "We've
Tempest" and "Millions of Cats." on a regular schedule as it was in pre- had people teach Salsa dancing,
[we've] baked Irish Flag cookies and
Auditions this year, in a break from vious years.
The cappuccino and espresso attempted
fortune
cookies,"
past years, will all be held at the
same time in the same room for all machine will be moved to the Street, Hernandez said. There have also been
three shows. Laura Chakravarty accord ing to Assistant Director of organized discussions. "L..find it
Box, assistant professor of theatre Dining Services Joe Klaus. There's important to maintain a balance
an d dance, called the aud itioning "still no actual date," Klaus said, but between student events during ICH
he predicts the new location will be and keeping ICH just a relaxing place
process "one-stop shopping."
for students to spend their Friday
This year's theatre and dance ready by the end of September.
offerings are very diverse. Students
"The Coffeehouse will be open afternoons," Hernandez explained.
If a student is interested in attendand professors will direct shows, when there's sch edu led programpenn ed by Shakespeare or created ming," Klaus said. International ing International Goffee .Hour, it is not
necessary to stay the full 90 minutes.
by the theatre major down the hall.
Coffee Hour will go unfazed.
"Slices of Life" is a student"I feel like the turnout won't be "Just drop by, have a quick taste of the
directed presentation of a series of affected," said Melissa Hernandez week's snacks," Hernandez offered.
ten-minute plays. Colby students
wrote many of the pieces to be perBy ALLYSONRUDOLPH

Im a firm
believer that a
lot of good can
come over
freshly baked
cookies.

Ij mmer heats up at the
annual a capp ella samp ler
By ROBIN RESPAUT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Although New England's nightly
temperatures are starting to decrease
to nippy, winter-warning weather, the
inside of Lorimer Chapel was hot and
pulsating with lots of excitement on
the evening of Sunday, Sept, 5. There
was, as first-year diversity speaker
Mary Francis put it, "energy."
The annual Colby a cappella sampler, which is held for the incoming
first-years, was a huge success. The
entire chapel was jam-packed with
first-years, COOT leaders and various
other students interested in the show.
AH six of Colby's a cappel la groups
performed two songs. Also rocking
the crowd was Colby's newest edition,
Creamy Goodness (in actuality the
Colby Improv folks masquerading as
an a cappella group). Audience participation soared to new ' heights as
enthusiastic clapping, cheering and
chanting complimented and, at times,
even drowned out the performers.

"I have been at Colby a year

already [so] I had seen a sampler

before. It is the most attended of all a
cappella concerts, and is in my opinion one of the most fun ones," said
Jani Jung '07.

It is the most
attended of all a
cappella concerts, and in my
opinion one of
the most fun
ones.
JaniJung

Student '07

Despite the difficult transition period between the grad u ation of last
year's seniors and the new arrival this

year's

first-years, the performances

seemed stronger than ever. Although

the Colby 8 only had seven performers for the evening, their highly anticipated "Stacy 's Mom," based on the

popular song by Fountains of Wayne,
was a huge hit and an energetic start to
the evening's entertainment.
Colby 's Eth n ic Vocal En semble
(EVE) gave a terrifically powerful
show, reflecti ng the obvious growth
the group has undergone in the past
year.
The Meg's colorf u l an d energetic
performance kept the crowd bouncing
in their seats up to the end of the night.
The Colbyettes debuted a fu n n ew
version of Maroon 5's "This Love,"
and the Siren s ren ewed an other hit
with Christina Agu ilera 's "Fighter."
The B lue Lights wrapp ed u p the n ight
with a creative renditi on of a Beatles
medley.
Overall the show seemed to demonstrate the anticipation and the excitement for the upcoming year. It was a
successfu l way to welcom e th e fresh
faces of the class of 2008 .

Creamy Goodness performs for first-year students during the a cappella sampler Sunday night.

Contlnued on Page 7
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Beer Review

B a c k - t o - S c h o o I B r e ws
By CHRIS RUSSONIELLO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

We would like to welcome the firstyears to Colby College for the 20042005 beer season, For the first edition
of the beer review this year, we decided to rate two brands of beer to which
you will become accustomed. Each
selection is regarded as cheap college
swill and you most likely will come to
know them well throughout your fouryear tenure here, Get used to them
because they're about all you will
drink (if you choose to) for the
remainder of your undergrad days.
They're cheap and they inebriate.
This week's panelists were Nicholas
Faulker '05, Cnsey Kncchtcl '05,
David Zohn '05 and Pat Lizottc '06.
The panelists ployed a game of beer die
with tho teams Busch Light versus
Natural (Natty) Light. On aroma ,
Faulkner of tlie Busch Light team commented first, declaring that Busch
Light had tlie "very distinctive smell of
college beer. I know my summer hns
ended. Good though; familiar, like an

42 ELM STREET
HOURS: SUN.-THURS.11AM-1AM FRI. & SAT.11AM-2AM
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old pair of underwear—nasty
but comforting."
Knecktcl was the first of
the Natty Light pair to comment on his beer, describing
it as "a beautiful golden
hue." This elicited the following response from
Faulker: "if I wanted to hear
from an a—hole, I would
have farted." The panelists
agreed that Natural Light
had a mediocre taste at best
and a generally watery texture. However, the drinkers
agreed that Natty Light's
considerably larger eagle
emblem on the can screamed democracy louder that tho Busch Light, God
bless America.
Continuing in the discussion , Dave
Zohn concluded that, "there's no rea son cither of these beers should be in
a bottle." The discussion was interrupted by plunks from both Lizotte
and Zohn, after which Faulker proclaimed, "there's, nothing like pounding cheap college beer," Zohn
responded with "I think my sobriety 's

really ruining my
creative abilities,
Too bad I need 18
of these to get
drunk." Always
the
champion ,
1351b, Zohn's eyes began to glaze
over, not yet midway through tlie suitcase,
Amidst the heated discussion , one
beer shincd above the other. Lizottc
concluded that ,"Busch Light has to win
because Nntty Light tastes like wcnsel
piss." The other panelists nodded in
agreement and tlie contest was over.
Buzz to 4. Pick your poison and grow
to love it, because good beer is hard to
come by.
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Loudness Weekend to kick off f a l l THEATRE AND DANCE
(Bella
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PREVIEW
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semester with BBQ, bands
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By ALLYSON RUDOLPH
A&E EDITOR

Students can look forward to a
weekend of barbeque, dances under
the stars and a garage rock band that
will "put the Loud back in Loudness,"
according to Student Programming
Board Concert Chair Jack Drury '07.
The first Loudness weekend of the
2004-2005 school year will kick off
on Friday, Sept. 10 with a party in the
Piper lounge at 9 p.m., followed by a
dance on the frat row lawn at 10 p.m.
"The first dance of the year is
always very exciting, because students are seeing friends, they haven't
seen all summer," said Chris Andrews
'07, the Special Events Chair of the
Student Programming Board.
Andrews is also excited about the
events planned for Saturday after-

noon. Students will have a hard time
missing the dunk tank, keg racers and
Frisbee spinner on the lawn around
Cotter Union.
Allen (Al) LaPan, the student post
office supervisor, SPB President
Carreau Mueller '05 and several captains of athletic teams will be plunged
into the dunk tank. "There will be
some guest appearances as well,"
Andrews said.
The keg racers are something else
to look forward to. "A keg racer is a
plastic molded keg that has wheels on
the bottom and a steering shaft in
front," Andrews explained. "You race
another person around a course."
The Frisbee spinner, a favorite from
last year's fall Loudness, is a machine
that creates custom splatter-painted
Frisbees.
"The events on Saturday are...really exciting because so many students

like spending rime outside with their
friends," Andrews said.
On Saturday at 5 p.m. there will be
an all-campus barbeque on the Dana
lawn. Last year's barbeque was held at
the bandshell, but "we felt that the
bandshell was too far removed from
the rest of campus and we wanted to
keep the events more central so they
would be more accessible to the student body," Andrews explained.
The final event of Loudness will be
a concert by the Mooney Suzuki in
Page at 9:30 p.m. "The Mooney
Suzuki are good, old-fashioned rock
'n' roll in the vein of the Rolling
Stones, the Kinks, and the MC5,"
Drury said. "It's '60's garage reborn."
Future concerts at Colby will
include shows by Ben Folds and
famous beat-boxer Rahzel. The first
show, though, Drury promises will be
"a good, rowdy night of fun."

NOAH BALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO

Students get their groove on at the Wild Video Dance Party on Monday night.
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' a hip new Day Spa wi th a bold
(BeUd ^itd is
fresh happenin' decor. Conveniently located ,
Bella Vita can accomodate group spa sessions
in our 4200 sq. foot Spa.

It 'll be interesting to see how
people react to
a room full of
aud itioners.

September Special ; With Colby ID, take

10% off on all spa services (massage, facial ,
waxing, nails & tanning)

Laura Chakravart y Box

open 7 days a week

I

Assistant Professor of Theatre
and Dance

Treat yourself with US

»« »1^ l 2^

Call for an appointment

I

formed, according to Box, who is
looking forward to the "strong Colby
showing.", Directors for "Slices of
Life" are Patrick Harner c 05, Nandini
Naik '05 and Meris Esterly '06.
"The Tempest" will be directed by
Box. It is a curricular show, meaning
it will count as a class.
"Millions of Cats" is this year 's
Colby Dance Theatre offering. It will
rehearse in the fall and be performed
in January. The show is an adaptation
of Wanda Gag's children's book of
the same name.
This year's auditions are a bit
unorthodox; "it'll be interesting to see
how people react to a roomful of auditioners, rather than one or two [auditioners]," Box said. The process is
intended to be easier on the actors —
saving them the added stress of "running from room to room," Box said.
Auditioning "requires preparation and
concentration. It's easier if people
only go through it once."
The cluster audition is also more efficient for the directors. "We're not casting
in isolation," Box said, which makes the
process "nicer for all concerned."
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President Adams will be holding office hours in his office ,
located on the third floor of
Eustis, at the following times:
9/17 10 p.m.
9/24 10 a.m.
10/1 9 a.m.
10/15 10 a.m.
10/29 1p.m.
11/5 9 a.m.
12/3 1p.m.
1/14 10 a.m.
1/26 1 p.m.
2/11 1p.m.
2/18. 1Q.a.m.
( ,- _ 2/2:5 1.p..m.. ..:' . __ . :, .,- ¦„., ,¦ '_. ..• ¦. ,-.
3/4 10a:m. .,. ¦: ¦
3/11 2 p.m.
4/1 9 a.m.
4/19 2 p.m.
5/6 9 a.m.
President Adams will be eating lunch at the following times
and locations:

(THAT'S WHAT RUSH 15 FOR)

9/14 12 p.m. Dana
9/30 12 p.m. Roberts
10/11 11:30 a.m. Foss
11/3 1p.m. Dana
11/15 11:30 a.m. Roberts
11/30 12:30 Foss
1/7 12 p.m. Dana
1/19 12 p.m. Roberts
2/8 12 p.m. Foss
2/24 11 a.m. Dana
3/9 1 p.m. Roberts
3/29 12 p.m. Foss
4/13 12 p.m. Dana
5/2 12:30 p.m. Roberts

Here's What 's Playing
Friday, Sept. 10 through
Thursday, Sept. 16
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soccer preview
. .

Golf looks to retain
Colby Classic title
•

players from las t s eason

things as a team" without fear of having a negative impact on their chances
of making the NESCAC Tournament.
The Mules lost one player to gradThe men's soccer team expects a
strong season after a successful sum- uation and another to a transfer this
mer exhibition trip to Scotland and season. All thirteen players who were
England and experiencing only a few scorers last season will return this season, led by midfielder Boccuzzi, who
losses of players due to graduation.
was
the leading scorer for Colby with
the
team
had
an
overall
Last season,
nine
goals and three assists as well as
finishing
conference record of 6-6-2,
being
one of tlie leading scorers in the
ninth in the conference, and had a 5-0
NESCAC.
Defensively, the • team
record in non-conference play. The
Mules missed making the New should be strong with three returning
England Small College Athletic starting defenders and two experigoalkeepers. Serdjenian
Conference Tournament in a tough 2-1 enced
expects
that
loss
against
because such a
Tufts University
bulk of the team
in the last game
is still present,
of the season.
"we should be a
Head
Coach
fairly veteran
Mark Serdjenian
team, with some
noted that the
first-years hopeJumbos will be
fully providing
the first oppod e p t h, "
nent Colby will
Serdjenian
take on this seanoted that the
son in a Sept. 11
Mules have a
match at Tufts.
"great nucleus
The
team
of upperclasstraveled to the
men"
who
British
Isles
should lead the
from Aug. 5 to
team through a
Aug. 15, where
Mark Serdjenian
strong season.
they took on
Men's Soccer Coach
Boccuzzi
professional
youth teams. "It
emphasized the
was a wonderful
team's desire to
blend of soccer,
reach
the
seeing the sites and bonding for the NESCAC tournament this year. "We
team," Serdjenian said. The Mules fin- are looking to improve on last year's
ished the trip with a record of 4-0-1.
record and results because we were
Serdjenian believes the trip "should one win from the NESCAC tournabe a great jump start to the season". ment and this year we plan on making
Captain Ryan Boccuzzi '05 added, a return to postseason play," he said.
"Our preseason trip to Scotland and
Serdjenian hopes that fewer goals
England went very well and we are will be allowed this season and that
looking to build off of that trip as we the team will continue to put pressure
enter the season in a very big confer- on offensively. He concluded th at
ence game against Tufts." In addition to "anything short of a winning season
providing the team with some presea- and a trip to the postseason NESCAC
son activity, Serdjenian explained that tournament will be a disappointment."
Colby was also able to "try some new

By ALEXA LINDAUER

We expect our
next class to
contribute a little more...We'll
be in the same
mode [as last
season]; we'll
be competitive.

SPORTS EDITOR

We should be a
fairly veteran
team, with some
first-years hopefully providing
depth. [We
have] a great
nucleus of
upperclassmen.

Men's soccer is hungryf o r a NESCAC tournament position.

Don 't
f orget to
come to
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Women 's soccer hopes to make the NESCACtourney with a veteran team.
By ALEXA UNDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

Women's soccer expects to have a
strong season in 2004 with every
player from last season returning. The
Mules experienced much improvement last fall from the previous season with a record of 8-5-1, as opposed
to 5-9 in 2002. The team finished
eighth in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference, just
missing an opportunity to play in the
postseason championships.
Tri-captains Kate Austgen '05,
Elizabeth Riley '05 and Amanda
Walsh '05 will provide leadership for
the team for the second season along
with seniors Scarlett Slenker,
Christina Andaya and Cara Pollard.
The Mules added ten first-years to the
roster last year which, despite the
youthfulness of the team, only helped
the team to improve. Walsh said, "Last
year 's team was technically a young
team, but came together very quickly
and I think were able to prove that we
were not inexperienced. " L aura
Williamson '07 was named NESCAC
Rookie of the Year and led the league
in points per game with 14 goals and
seven assists, also setting a Colby single-season scoring record . Williamson
was nftmed to the NESCAC second
team along with teammate Libba Cox
'07 , wh i l e goalke ep er Ril ey was
named the NESCAC Player . of the

""

|^»;

Week on September 15. Liz Morbeck
'07 was also a standout with five goals
and three assists.
The NESCAC is a very difficult,
tightly contested league, with Amherst
College and Bowdoin College ranking
among the best of the ten teams. Of the
league, Walsh said, "In the NESCAC
the women's teams are always very
close. Last year there was only one
game that separated teams from making the playoffs. We are expecting
much of the same for this season, with
close and competitive games against
pretty much all teams,"
Defense for the Mules should be
strong, with two experienced goalkeepers, Riley and Liza Benson '07,
vying for the starting position. The
team is hopeful that with the addition
of some young first-year talent and
without suffering any losses from last
year, the Mules will find themselves in
a position to improve their standings.
"We are definitely expecting to
have more improvement this year; last
year we proved how much we can
accomplish and would like to achieve
even more this season. Overall we are
looking to improve our record from
last season but also looking for a spot
in the playoffs," Walsh said.
The Mules will kick off their season at Tufts University on Sept. 11
before playing their first home game
against the University of New
England on Sept. 14.
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The team will p lay in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference Tournament at Middlebury
With three matches taking place at the College on Sept. 25 and 26. Last year
Waterville Country Club this season, the the Hamilton College Continentals
Colby golf team looks to make use of took first place in the1 tournament.
their honie course advantage and make
The Mules will compete in a total of
their presence felt on the golf circuit. nine matches this season and will have
The golf team competed in eight their first home match ori Oct. 2 in-the
matches last
Sid
Farr
season, winInvitational. In this
ning the Colby
match, Colby will
Classic Golf
play teams from
Tournament
Bowdoin College,
and
taking
Bates College and
1
second at the
the University of
Southern
Maine
at
M a i n e
Farmington.
Scramble.
The
Colby
The team
Classic, which
lost two key
will be held on
players, Greg
Oct. 9 and which
Dupuy
'04
Colby won last
and
Bill
season, will give
Younker '04,
all the team memto graduation
Jim Tortorella
bers an opportunithis season.
ty to play because
Golf Coach
Captain David
it is scored in a
Salmon '06
different manner
will be a
than a typical golf
leader for the
match. The team
Mules this fall. Golf Coach Jim tends to take on mostly teams from
Tortorella, who has coached the team other colleges and universities in
for the past ten years, said of the loss- Maine, although Tufts University will
es, "We expect our next class to con- also be in the line-up this season.
tribute a little more" and expressed his Colby will also play the Colby
hope that the team would add some Invitational at their home course on
first-year players to the roster.
Oct. 10.
Tortorella said that most of the
Tortorella said that his hopes for
teams that Colby takes on are of a the season are for the team to be on
similar caliber to Colby. "We are not the higher end of the matches and for
in a position to win, but we are com- the team to elevate their level of
petitive." He expects the same from play. Golf will kick off their season
the team this season, saying, "We'll be on Sept. 11 at the Bowdoin College
in the same mode [as last season]; Invitational.
SPORTS EDITOR

Women ' s soccer re t ains all

Men ' s so ccer read y fo r fall
af t er su mmer t ri p abroad

we 'll be competitive."

By ALEXA UNDAUER
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FOUL BALLS: Jon Ten Tennis teams retain most p layers, Youthfu l volleyball team ready to
Continued From Page 10
secutive Tour de France amid a flurry
of allegations that he used illegal performance enhancing drugs to hasten
his recovery from testicular cancer
back to racing form. Armstrong is one
of the great athletes of our time. The
idea that he would poison himself
with steroids to quicken his. recovery
from cancer is laughable. Unless
there's a urine sample to prove it, I'm
not buying it. This isn't Barry
"Bobble-Head" Bonds here.
9. Ricky Williams retires. Barry
Sanders retired in the prime of his
career to avoid being a 40-year-old
cripple. Williams hung up his teal and
orange tights so he could smoke more
pot. Hey, I'm a Pats fan so this isn't
the worst news in the world, but
c'mon, this is pretty weak. He walked
out on his teammates in.training camp
so he could go get high while leaving
the Dolphins in the lurch. You're a
great role model there Ricky. Shut
your bong hole and get back to work.
8. Still no Majors for el Tigre. Tiger
Woods has played in 10 consecutive
Majors without a win. Perhaps Woods
isn't the pariah we all thought he was.
Hell Michelson has a Green Jacket
and Todd Hamilton, a 38-year-old
rookie, won the British Open. Then
Vijay Singh won the PGA
Championship in a sleeper of a threeway playoff. Singh walked away with
the championship and Tiger walked
away with yet another runner-up
check. See? Woods is good for golf.
His dominance brought interest back
to the sport and forced the rest of the
field to improve there game. Besides,
he probably has more important things
on his mind, like that Swedish model
fiance of his. Can ya blame the guy?
7. 2004 Summer Olympics. Like
every other true red-blooded
American, I did not watch the
Olympics. Actually that's a lie. I did
watch one event. I'm not sure when
women's beach volleyball became a
sport, but God bless IOC. The openhanded butt pat suddenly seems a little less awkward.
ely_.. .S .y
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6. Maria Sharapova wins at
Wimbledon. This girl got a lot of
press and for obvious reasons. She's
17, talented and beautiful. I guess that
makes her the good Anna
Kournikova. Let's just hope she doesn't end up skanking around in a bad
Enrique Iglesias video.
5. USA Hoops brings home the
shameful, shameful bronze, We got
beat by Lithuania, 'Nuff said.

look ahead to strong f all

By NICOLE LAVERY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The men's and women's tennis
teams look to form strong teams this
season. The men's team lost no
seniors and finished 5-7 last season,
while the women's team lost just one
senior, Morgan Pratt '04, to graduation. The women's team had a winning season with a record of 6-3 and
finished just shy of making the
National
Colleigate
Athletic
Association Division III team tournament last spring.
Captain Sara Hughes '05 ended last
season as the 14 ranked women's singles player in the country at the
Division III level and has competed in
the individual NCAA tournament several times in her Colby career. Hughes
studied abroad first semester and
came back to Colby to finish strong in
the spring, going 18-6 overall and 113 in singles play. She was an AllAmerican in singles and was awarded
the Intercollegiate Tennis Association
Eastern Region "Player to Watch
Award." She was also named a New
England Small College Athletic
Conference Spring All-Academic
Honors Athlete.
Also returning to the women's team
is Alison Dunn '07. She led the team
with a record of 23-16 overall and had

an impressive 13-7 singles record .
Dunn played in the first singles seat
last fall while Hughes was studying
abroad and filled the second singles
seat in the spring when Hughes
returned. Both women teamed up in
the spring as the first doubles team
and went 7-3 overall. The duo was
ranked 16th nationally in
T"\« .rio .-rvM TTT t\1o ^/ .
i
" vuluil "•» F"*_r-.

move up in NESCAC conference

Honors recipient Marc Kassin '05,
who won eight overall matches in the
first singles spot.
Other returning players include Tim
Stenovec '06, who ended the season
with 11 wins. James Cryan '07 finished with nine victories, while Kevin
Yardi '05 and tony Gill '07 had eight
wins each.
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Other strong players
M i c h a e l
on the women's team
Morgan
will
also return for
include Lauren Ulhmann
his second sea'06. who won 17 matches last season, and Paige
son as head
Hanzlik '05, who had a
coach for the
Mules. He is
personal winning season
optimistic about
with an 11-9 record.
Anna Erdheim '06 and
the up coming
Christina Pluta '05 also
s e a s o n .
chipped in with nine
"Without losing
wins each.
anyone and what
The men's team
sounded like a
returns all their players
summer
of
Michael Morgan'
from last season includextremely hard
ing this year's co-captain
work from the
Tennis Coach
Ben Crane '06 who led
kids, I am excitme iviuies wnn a i /- iz
ea io see wnai
record last season, playing mostly in results might come from this," Morgan
the third, fourth and fifth singles spot. said. The men will play their first
Steen Sehnert '06, who played mostly matches the weekend of Sept. 11 and
in the first and second singles spot, 12 at Middlebury College for the
had 13 wins and co-captain John Middlebury Individual Invitational and
Fallon '05 captured 14 overall victo- the women prepare for their first
ries. Also returning to the team is the match against Babson College to be
NESCAC Spring All-Academic held Sept 17.

Without losing
anyone and
what sounded
like a summer of
extremely hard
work, lam excited to see what
results might
come.

By ALEXA UNDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

Despite losing four seniors to graduation,, Colby women's volleyball is
confident in its ability to step up and
take on its competition this season.
Graduates include Kimberly Prescott
'04, who holds 11 of Colby 's 12 individual school records for assists and
service aces; however, the team is not
fazed by such a loss. Junior co-captains Kaitlin Adams and Caitlin
Cleaver noted that "[the seniors] were
great assets to our team, and while we
will feel their absence both on and off
the court, we are fortunate that we
have a core of five returning juniors
and two returning sophomores that are
willing and able to step up and fill in
any open positions."
Prescott and Cleaver were both
selected for the American Volleyball
Coaches Association Regional AllAmerican Team in 2003, as well as the
All-New England Small College
Athletic Conference team. Adams and
Cleaver said that the team will rely on
three possible incoming setters to take
the place of Prescott.
The squad finished third in the
NESCAC bracket last season, falling
in the semi-finals to in-state rival
Bates Co|lege with an overall conference record of 8-2. In order to

improve on last season's record,
Adams and Cleaver said that the team
needs to work on blocking and digging, aspects of the defensive game,
and are hopeful that the Mules will see
improvement in this area, "We hope
with the combination of our height —
five girls bordering 6 feet tall—and
one more year of court experience that
our blocking will be a threat to other
teams' offense."
The team's season kicks off this
weekend with the Colby Invitational,
in which Colby will take on Bowdoin
College and the University of
Southern Maine amongst others.
These first matches provide the team
with an opportunity to put their preseason training into motion in a comfortable setting. Adams and Cleaver
also noted that it is an opportunity for
the team to get to know the first-year
students. "We hope to work out some
kinks that are inevitable this early in
the season. This is also a time to get
closer as a team and gel with the firstyear players."
"We are excited that we will only
be graduating one senior this year and
therefore will have a strong team to
work with for the next two seasons,"
Adams and Cleaver said. With so
much young talent, the team .looks to
be in good shape for this season and
the future.

Football hopes to hold onto CBB title
By ALEXA LINDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby football enters this season off
of an impressive 2003 season, ready to
show the New England Small College
Athletic Conference that they will
again be a force with which to be reckoned. Last season the Mules finished
with a record of 5-3, tying with Tufts
University for third place in the. conference. With several weeks to go before
the first game at Williams College on
Sept. 25, the team looks to work out
kinks and practice plays with 37
returning letter winners and new talent.
Co-captains Mike Booras '05 and
Steve Kasperski '05 will lead a group
of experienced linebackers this season. Kasperski led the team in tackles
last year with a total of 73, while
Booras totaled 30 stops. Also return-

ing
will be
making eight
W a y n e
out of his nine
Harrington '05,
field
goal
who.
finished
attempts and
leading
the
second in tackles
team in scoring
with 56.
with 31 points.
P e t e r
Goss also set a
Sherman '05 led
the Mules in
school record
tackles for loss
with a 49-yard
, field , ...;goal
last season with ,
. awarding a win
a total of 13 and .
also
tallied
o v e r
seven
sacks.
Middlebury
Sherman will be
College.
William D. Adams
joined on the
After play ing
Colby President
defensive end
five games in
with
Stephen
the quarterback
Kiely '06 and
position
last
Conor Sullivan
season , Justin
'06. John Goss '06 will be the kicker Smith '07 will return and will likely
for Colby. Goss earned NESCAC be even more of a presence for the
second team honors last season. Mules this season. Smith was named

Ed is very
smart, a great
teacher and
recruiter, and
clearly dedicated to helping
our players succeed.

as the NESCAC Rookie of the Week
last fall. Steve Markesich '05 led the
Mules in yards per catch last season
with 14.9 and will return as wide
receiver. A number of other experienced players, along with talented
first-year students, should add to
Colby's arsenal in the 2004 season.
The Mules hope to hold onto the
Colby-Bates-Bowdoin Championship
title this, season. Colby has, .beei)r,quite
successful, in the past when taking on
these in-state rivals, with a record of 227-1 since 1988. The rivalry is one of the
oldest football rivalries in the nation.
Colby will also be under the direction of a new head coach this season.
Edward J. Mestieri will replace Tom
Austin, who stepped down from his
head coaching position at the end of
last season. Mestieri has worked with
the team for the past 15 years as the
offensive coordinator, offensive line

coach and recruiting coordinator.
Before his career at Colby, Mestieri
was the offensive coordinator and line
coach for the football team and coach
of men's and women's outdoor track
and field at Norwich University in
Vermont. Mestieri also worked as the
assistant
backfield
coach
at
Dartmouth College and the assistant
defensive line and linebacker coach at
Kent ; State ; University.,.in , Ohio.,. As
quoted on the Colby football , website,
Colby President William D. Adams
said of Mestieri "Ed is very sniart, a
great teacher and recruiter, and clearly
dedicated to helping our players succeed, both in athletics and in academics. He also brings with him a sense
of continu ity for current players and a
deep understanding of Colby."
The Mules will play their first
home game Oct. 2 against Middlebury.

4. Ken Griffey Jr. hits home run number 500. Poor, poor Junior Griffey. He
finally passed the 500 home run barrier, essentially ensuring his enshrinement in Coopersfown. A few days
later h e sneezed and simultaneously
pull ed every muscle in his body.
Maybe he should be ofT smoking pot
with Ricky Williams. Hey, at least he
could claim it's for medical reasons.
3. Pistons defeat (he Lakers for the
NBA Championship. Can anybody
outside of Detroit name three starters
on the Piston s? Anyone? Shaq is off
to Miami, Kobe seems to have avoided the greatest trial of this century,

and Phil Jackson still looks like

Colonel Sanders. Rick Fox is headed
to Boston (no, I coul d n 't believe it
cither) and Gary Pnyton is threatening
retirement. I hope this is the last night
of the Lakers dynasty.
2, Labor disputes to cancel NHL season. Will Tnmpa be the last place a
team hoisted the Sliinley Cup,? I hope
not. While NHL honcho Gary
Bcttman is busy butting heads with
the NIILPA, I'm goin g to be left with
nothin g but the Celtics to watch come
February. The Stanley Cup wns lost in
an airport last week for several hours.
Maybe it's an omen.
1. Nomnr Garciapnrrn traded to the
Chicago Cubs for a sandwich.
Actually the Sox got former Gold
Glovers Orlando Cabrera from the
Expos nnd Doug what's-his-namc
(you try to spell it) from the
Minnesota Twins. So what happens
when you trade the face of a franchise for two solid defensive players? Apparently you gain 8 gnmes on
the Yankees in the space of two
weeks and make n serious run nt a
division title. AH that's missing is the
cartoon steam coming out of
Stoinbrenner 's cars.

IVith a large number of varsity letter winners returning this season, football looks to fend off Hates and Bowdoin to win the CBB Championship title for the 22 time since 1988,

this week
in sports
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10
• Volleyball

.. '. ' 5:30 p.m.
Colby Invitational

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11
• Men 's Tennis
@ Middlebury Invitational
• Men 's Cross Country
10:30 a.m.
Alumni 5k
• Women's Cross Country
10:30 a.m.
Alumni 5k

'¦ '
• Golf. .

@ Bowdoin Invitational
• Field Hockey
@ Tufts University
• Women 's Soccer
@ Tufts University
• Men 's Soccer
@ Tufts University
• Volleyball
5:30 p.m.
Colby Invitational
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11

The men s' crew team hopes to defend the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin President s' Cup title this year with a veteran group of rowers and a promising group of young talent.

• Men 's Tennis

@ Middlebury Invitational
• Golf
@ Bowdoin Invitational
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Cre w r eady to continue winning tradition
By ALEXA LINDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby 's m en 's and wo m en 's cre w
teams are kno wn for providing se r i-

ous competition for rivals from across
New Eng lan d and th r o u gho u t the
country. In 2003, the wo m en 's team
won the N.C.A.A. Division III
Cham pionship and last year the men's
team placed we|l enough in the Head
of the Charles Regatta to earn themselves another entry in the 2004 regatta. This season, bo t h tea m s look to
co nti nu e thei r s u ccesses an d recla im

the honors they have won in the past.
The m en 's tea m lost o n ly o n e
senio r t h is year due to gradu ation ,
while the wome n's tea m lost eigh t
athletes and si x ju n iors who will be
abroad during the fall season. Men's
and women's ro wing Coach Stewa rt
Stokes ackn owledges that this will
certainly have an effect on the team,
but, "we have a st ro n g se n io r class
and a group of sophomores who were
very successful as freshmen last year
an d t hey will get m any cha n ces to
contribute right away this year." Last
yea r's women's first-years team won
ev ery race that they ente red ; wo m en 's

captain Caroli n e Andresen '05 said of
the first-years, " They foun d what it
takes to make a boat fly." Men 's captai n Jeff Sparrow '05 added "Last
year 's freshmen rowers were an energetic an d tale nted group and they wil l
definitely make gr eat co nt r ibutio ns to

the varsity crews this year."
With t h e fi rst races n ot co m in g
un til Octobe r, the tea m s wi ll have a
month to get themselves in top shape.
"We go back to basics iri the fall. We
re-learn how to row and try tb reinforce things that we hope we'll keep
all year in terms of how we row. We
will also start building a base of fit-

Cross coun try hopes lo improve NESCAC standings wit h veteran runners
By ALEXA LINDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

Both the men's and women's cross
country teams look to improve this senson upon last year 's New Eng la n d
Small College Athletic Conference
Championship finishes in which the
men's team took fourth place and the
women's team took ninth place. The
men's team only lost two seniors lo
graduation, while the women 's team
lost two of last year's top seven run-

The Summer Wi nd

FOUL BALLS

By Jeremy Little
So whnt docs one do when laced
with n tough deadline, no Internet
access and three months of sports to
cover? A top ten list of course. Yeah, I
know it's n cop out, but it's the first
week back so this is all you get, and
all I really had time for. Besides, I' m
not writing anything substantive , until
I get n new head shot,
I'll admit il wasn't easy to narrow
down the field of ten things Unit
piqued my interest over the past three
months, but being the hard working,
pseudo-journalist thnt I am , I put
together this list, Seriously though ,
I'll get bnck to work next week.
10. Tlio Tour do Lance. Supcr-allilete
Lance Armstrong wins his sixth coiv
Continued on Pago 9

ners, Mary Phelps '04 and Elizabeth
Turnbull '04. The men's and women's
teams alike will rely on a strong group
of underclassmen to fill in for graduates
and push the teams to higher rankings,
Despite the loss of two top runners
for the women 's team , co-captain
Torrey Kulow '05 is confident in the
team 's ability to improve this season.
"I think this year 's team will be as
strong, if not stronger, than last year 's
team because we have kept most of
our top runners and have a few underclassmen who have shown to be quite
strong." Top runners for this season
should include co-captain Karina
Johnson '05, Jess Minty '06 and
Hillary Easter '06, Johnson adds that
"most of the returning runners arc in
better shape than Inst year and arc
hungry for a personal best."
Women 's cross country Coach
Debbie Aitken said that this year 's
incoming group of first-years also
looks to be quite strong, Wc have a
big freshmen class with one freshman who could be in our top three
and about six others thnt could also
be contenders for top seven spots, I
am excited about the work our
returning runners have done, but also
excited about our freshmen. Wc have
great potential. "
The NESCAC conference provides
tough competition for the Mules with
five of the colleges being national
contenders . Kulow and Johnson both
agree thnt in-state rivals Bates College
and Bowdoin College provide tho
stillest competition as tho teams vie. to
win the Maine State Meet. Colby will
lake on Bowdoin and Wesleyan
University nt home on Sept. 25 in n
meet thnt promises to bo intense and
tightly contended. In addition , Colhy
will host the NESCAC Championship
this season for both tlio men's and
women 's tennis.
The men 's team did lose N.C.A.A,
qualifier Nnt Brown '04 this season,
but tho loam still hns u strong group ol
runners Including co-cnptalns Peyton
McElycn '05 and Jeff Alden '07,

Alden notes that a number of sophomores will also continue to make significant contributions to the team. "I
am looking forward to seeing breakthrough performances from sophomores Dan Vassallo and Fred Bailey.
Sam Crocker looks to make a solid
debut as a sophomore after seasonending injuries before school started
last year." Vassallo and Bailey were
consistently amongst Colby 's top five
runners, along with McElyea and
Alden. McElyea commented that "a
big challenge in our early training will
be keeping everyone together and
focused on the latter , championship,
portion of the season."
The men will have their first meet
of the season Sept. 18 at the
University pf Massachusetts at
Dartmouth. Alden notes that this meet
is of particular importance because
"wc want to show other tenms what
we have this year nnd lo gage the
competition for the rest of the season."
However, Alden says thnt the team 's
priority is the N.C.A.A. meet which
will be held in Eau Claire, Wisconsin.
McElyen also expressed the importance of the N.C.A.A. meet, saying,
"Our team is like a clipper ship captain married to the sea,we've been out
sailing aimlessly for a long time , but
hopefully we'll return home to the
N.C.A.A. meet this full." The qualifier for this meet will bo Nov. 13,
Both tho men 's and women 's team
captains arc excited to kick off the
season and sec what their tennis hnvo
to offer. Alden snid thnt "Individuals
had somo solid performances In
local road races this summer. I cannot wait to see what wo can do ns a
team this full."
McElycn also expressed his hopes
for the senson and his confidence in
the team, "We're now more focused
Ihan ever nnd looking to move up a
few more places in the NESCAC
when wc host the championshi p here
on Colby's homo cross country course
Inter in the fall."

ness. There is also the process of
deter m ining the tea m's goals fo r the
year," Stokes said.
Sparro w agreed that the period of
time befo re regattas begin gives the
tea m s a chance to "work pri m ari ly on
building and im pr ovi n g o ur aerobic
base , whi l e polishi n g tech n iq u e befo re
small mistakes become bad habits."
Because crew is a year-long sport,
w ith races in the fall an d many of t h e
major races occurring in the spring, the
fall season is often seen as an opportunity for the team to perfect their strategy and method for the spring season.
"Wc look forw ard to t h e fal l head

races, especially t h e H ead of the
Char les , bu t pretty much everything
we do is ultimately in preparatio n fo r
the sp r in g," Sparrow said.
L ast year, the men's tea m also
won the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin
P resident 's Cup for the fourth ye ar in
a row. Stokes emphasized fitness,
techni qu e an d m ent al toug hnes s as
key aspec ts for bot h the m en 's and
women's teams to work o n in orde r to
maintain the high level of.performance they have demonstrated in
previous years. Andresen said that in
order for the women's tea m to w in
the
N.C.A.A. Division
III

Championship, "we need to be Working together as a team to achieve the
goal we all want , together. And a little bit of luck wo u ldn't hurt."
Stokes expects that se n iors will
add leadershi p thi s year while underclassmen will bring in some fresh talent. " I want to see a team of
supremely well-conditioned athletes
who are mentall y to u gh and wh o are
loyal to one another and the team. If
we have those three t h in gs the n th e
wins and losses will take care of
the m sel v es ," Stokes said.

Field hockey under direction of new coach
explained Smith.
And now, on the eve of this season,
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
they start anew with Amy Bernatchcz,
a 1992 University of Maine graduate
As the summer heat slowly gives and a 1997 inductee into the Sports
into fall's crisp air, the Colby field Hall of Fame at the University.
hockey team finall y has the opportuni- Bernatchez was a Division I Regional
ty to show off all of the training they Ail-American selection in 1990, She
have been doing since their season also made the 1991 United States
Field Hockey squad and was a U.S.
ended last year.
Althoug h the team graduated five Olymp ic Festival participant in 1990
seniors ' who nil offered great leader- and 1991.
Bernatchez noted that she has been
ship through the tumultuous changes
in the program, "we now have players watching a lot of videos from last
who are really ready to step it up," senson and overall has been
impressed. "Last yenr the team did
said co-captain Lnurcn Smith '05.
These changes involve the fact very well , yet there is no reason to
that the team has played for three dif- believe that wc can 't improve upon
ferent coaches in three years, Inst yenr's record of 9-6. Whnt I do
By MICHELLE BARMASH

CCHO rit-F. PHOTO

Field hockey hopes to move pa st thefist round In the NESCAC championships,

kno w fo r s u re is that 1 am ve ry happy
to be he re , and to have this opportuni-

ty. We all will be working very hard
this season in order to reach our full
potential ," Bernatchez said.
"The team is really excited and fortunate to have Amy as [pur] coach.
She is positive and energetic and
knows the game extremely well. The
change she has made in our game play
is already noticeable. Wc arc moving
fnster and are seeing the field much
better," Smith said.
Co-cnptain Wendy Bonner '05, a
two-time All-American , agreed with
Smith's sentiments on their team play,
"The team has unfinished business in
the NESCAC. Every player who
knows our team knows that wc can
compete and beat the previous
NESCAC championship teams, yet
somehow wc haven 't been able to find
a way past the first round, But with
this new game plan , I see us being
very successful ," Bonner said.
Bonner also highlighted the fact
that they have an exceptionally strong
senior class that hns significantly contributed talent and leadership since
their first days at Colby. Conch
Bernatchez snid she expects that they
will be provide great leadership to tho
younger plnycrs,
With the now turf field on the way,
the Mules look forward to playing n
completely faster and different game
against their opponents. They will bo
taking the field on Sept. 11 against
Tufts University.

INSIDE SPORTS
Soccer looks for improvement

Men 's and women's soccer head into , .a strong

season with vetera n teams.
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Football

Football lioads into the season under the dircc
paged
lion of a now head coach,
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